
research

time management

methodology 
study of your methods
-structure of research
quantitive
qualitative 

Qualitative research gathers information that is not in numerical form. For example, diary accounts, 
open-ended questionnaires, unstructured interviews and unstructured observations. Qualitative 
data is typically descriptive data and as such is harder to analyze than quantitative data.

qualititve- interviews, focus groups, observation, participant observation, case studies, field notes, 
diaries (writen or visual), other creative responses (drawings photos, poems etc) 
-broadly ethnographic
auto ethnography- of self

problems with research approaches

define terms
ethics
variables

need to place yourself and opinions
eg i am a dance teacher and matrix
consider your privilege 

triangulation
ask the individual
recognise limits on what research can provide

likely to have 

how is your research question angled to 

what don't you know now that you want to know
-government/ education sector requirements for ba or ma course 
-how choreography courses fit themselves into this
-institutions mark schemes and curriculums

informed consent

theoretical frameworks
pedagogy 

using choreography as an example of art
how is art taught and evaluated in institutions
ba and ma
evaluating art
choreography as an example



using Ba and Ma degree courses in or involving choreography as an example, how is art taught 
and evaluated in institutions. 

-degree specificities
-attitudes
-government/education department attitude to the arts (recent changes)
-what is required in arts subjects to justify it as ‘real’ and ‘valuable’ and ‘necessary’ (‘soft subject’)
-what to students of art courses need to evidence to get qualifications
-is it geared to the sellable-capitalist 
-what do you get for your money in comparison to ‘academic’ e.g. maths degree
-if reactions to art are subjective, who judges whether something fits criteria

ways to research

find degree requirements (department of edu)
history of teaching arts (and choreography)
ask for course specs of unis
sit ins
read dissertations?

ideas

ethics of teaching
classifying
what is the goal of teaching art (choreography)
if theory/academics is necessary in creative subjects should creativity be necessary in academic 
subjects
ways of thinking-holistic approach
is school like this?
are degrees like this?
america system is different-minors and majors
in uk must focus on one

why turn things into degrees when could just be course
why turn colleges into universities MONEY
don’t value vocational learning
art only used to ‘learn through’ e.g. history workshops 
but children engage more than when reading a book or being told things

layout

defining art as subjective
defining choreography as art


